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During the performance of the monthly operability test of diesel generator 3ED, the
cperator observed the diesel generator overheating. After shutting down the

diesel, cooling water flow to the engine coolers was found to be zero by test
instruments. Investigation revealed that the cooling water flow, which is supplied
by the Emergency Equipment Cooling Water jEECW) System, was being blocked by clam
shells on the inlet tube sheet of the first cooler. As a prudent measure, EECW
f1w to all other diessla was measured and zero flow was found to 3EA and 3EC.
After cleaning and return to service, increased flow monitoring revealed within one
week zero flow on 3ED nd reduced flow to 3EA and 3EC.

The apparent cause was less than adequate chlorination in past years which created
an environment conducive to clam growth. 3An unusually high chlorine concentration;

experienced in June 1983 killed the olaas and permitted them to move into che
$. diesels. Thermal shocks and debris from toe intake may have also contributed to

R[ the problem. A f. lush of the main headt.d' has been conducted as well as weekly
monitoring of flow' established. Any ficw degradation will result in a back flush
of the heat exchanger. This will, continue until the problem is alleviated, based

'' on the esults of the monitoring program.
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Unit 3 was in cold shutdown for a refueling outage, with all fuel rc.noved from the
,,

vessel and in the spent fuel storage pool. Unit 1 was in startup testing,

: returning to service from a refuel outage; unit 2 was at full power. Because of
the nature of the event and the design of the Browns Ferry emergency onsite AC
power system (EK), only unit 3 was affected by the event.

At 1200 on January 3, during performance of the normal monthly operability test of
3ED diesel generator (DG), the operator conducting the test observed the diesel
generator to begin overheating. The operator made the conservative decision to
shutdown the diesel generator to investigate the cause of the problem. Test
personnel were contacted to measure the flow of cooling water to the diesel
generator coolers (CLR). This cooling water is supplied by the Emergency Equipment
Cooling Water (EECW) (BI) system. By 1300 it was determined that the EECW flow was
zero. The diesel generator was removed from service to determine the cause.

As a prudent measure, it was decided to measure EECW flow to the other seven diesel
generators at Browns Ferry (four diesels are shared by units 1 and 2, and four are
casigned to unit 3 only). This testing began at the start of the shift (0700) on
January 4, and by 0830 it was discovered that there was zero flow to 3EA and 3EC-

:tiesels. (No problems were, nor have been to date, found with 3EB diesel or any
.

unit 1 and 2 diesel). Based on these findings, it was determined that a 4-hourf

report per 10 CFR 50 72 was required. This was made on January 4.

After cleaning of the coolers, diesels 3EA and 3EC were returned to service on
January 5 at 0050 and 0100, respectively. Monitoring of EECW flow, which is
normally done once every 6 weeks, was increased to once per week. Diesel generator
3ED was left out of service for other maintenance work. On January 10, during the
cttempted return to service of diesel generator 3ED, zero flow was found after

= temperature problems developed; and reduced flow was then measured on 3EA and 3EC
diesels (although this reduced flow did not render either of these two diesels
inoperable). Again, no problems were noted with 3EB or unit 1 and 2 diesels. The
cooler on 3ED was again cleaned and the diesel returned to service at 1315 on
January 12, 1984.

|
; The cause of the flow reduction / blockage encountered was clan shells collecting on

the inlet tube sheet of the first of two coolers piped in series. These shells
were covering the face of the tube sheet and restricting the flow. The class were
pemitted to grow in the system during a period of erratic chlorination. A

cubsequent period of unusually high chlorine concentration killed the class and
| released the shells into the diesels.

The diesel generators involved are Model Number 73-Dl-1035, manufactured by
Electromotive Division of General Motors Corporation.

Corrective measures being taken at this time are twofold:

1. A flush of the main header piping involved has been performed in an attempt to
|alleviatetheincreasedshellmovementproblem.
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2. Weekly flow monitoring will continue until the problem is alleviated. The
weekly test oonducted on January 14 revealed no problems. If a degraded flow.

condition is found in the future, it is believed that a backflush and drain
will correct the problem within a short period of time (1 - 2 hours).

,

<

As unit 3 was shutdown with all fuel removed from the vessel, normal offsite AC
; power sources (FK) were available, and unit 1 and 2 diesels were not affected.

the=e was no immediate safety concern. However, had these events occurred with*

unit 3 operating, in conjunction with a design basis accident and loss of offsite
power, Baergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) capability for unit 3 could have been
reduced to below that analyzed by the FSAR. Only 3C Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
pump (BD-P) and 3C Core Spray Pump (BM-P) would have been available assuming the
diesel generators s* pplying the other ECCS pumps would have failed due to
cverheating (there are no automatio diesel generator trips from this condition).
Based on operating experience with these diesels, this failure probably would have
occurred after oore reflood. At this time, the remaining pumps would be sufficient
to maintain reactor vessel water level.j.

Due to the unique design of Browns Ferry, there are two other sources capable of<

* tupplying water to unit 3 for maintaining reactor water level / containment heat
removal. The first of these is RHR oroastie with unit 2, with two pumps capable of
Eupplying water. The second source is standby ooolant from the Wheeler Reservoir*

through B2 Residual Heat Removal Service Water (RHRSf) pump (BI-P) (B1 RHRSW pump t

i 'is also capable of this, but is powered from 3EC diesel, which would be assumed to '

L have failed). Both of these sources could, and would have been used during such an
|- cvent, although with an assumption of three inoperable diesels, this would have
i required some realignment of power supplies. This realignment can be accomplished

through alternate feeder breakers within the existing design of the plant.- Both of

i these systems are recognized and required by unit 3 technical specifications.
t Therefore, it is unlikely that such an event would result in any effect on

radiation releases substantially different than those previously analyzed.l

Previous S*milar Events - BFRO-50-2%/8016

Responsiole Section - N/A
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY.

Browns Ferry Nuolear Plante

P. O. Box 2000
Decatur, Alabama 35602

December 14,'1984

U. S. Nuolear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Strs

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) UNIT 3 -
DOCKET NO. 50-2% - FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-68 - REPORTABLE
OCCURRENCE REPORT BPRO-50-2%/84001 R1

The enclosed report provides additional details concerning reactor
protection system wiring error. This report is submitted in acoordance

with 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(v) and 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(vii).

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
.,

$ Jhr h
d.T. Jones

s . Plant Manager
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant

Enclosure
oo (Enclosure):

Regional Administrator INPO Records Center
U. S. Nuolear Regulatory Commission Suite 1500
Office of Inspection and Enforcement 1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Region II Atlanta, Georgia 30339
101 Marietta Street, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

NRC Resident Inspector, BFN
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An Equal Opportunity Employer +
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